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Intercity Passenger Rail in Minnesota:
Two Projects Could Connect State’s Population Centers
While passenger trains in the context of
light rail and commuter rail in the Twin Cities
region indeed appears to be on solid footing,
intercity rail in the larger state is less a sure
thing. Currently, Amtrak’s daily – and oftendelayed – Empire Builder between Chicago
and Seattle or Portland is the only scheduled
intercity rail service in Minnesota. Although
the Empire Builder has some of the highest
customer service ratings in the entire Amtrak
network, it arrives at Midway Station – appropriately named for its location in-between
Saint Paul and Minneapolis, but hardly
convenient for most of the region’s population – on its westbound trek late at night, not
particularly ideal for regular, reliable travel.
Moreover, the train pauses for about 45 minutes in each direction to refuel and change
crews, adding to travel times.
And yet, there are several encouraging projects that could transform Minnesota’s ability
to connect communities via passenger trains.
In particular, the Zip Rail corridor – between
the Twin Cities and Rochester – and the
Northern Lights Express, which would link
Minneapolis-St Paul with Duluth are about
at similar stages of development and could
connect the bulk of the state’s population via
frequent and reliable passenger rail service.
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Zip Rail
Despite its status as the largest metropolitan area in Minnesota outside the Twin Cities region with more than 200,000 residents,
the Rochester, Minn., area’s economic future
depends on improved transportation connections along the roughly 90-mile route to
Minneapolis-St Paul. Currently, no direct rail
lines connect the two regions and although
the state’s Highway 52 doesn’t yet experience great congestion, it is not built to Interstate Highway levels, such limited-access,
grade-separated, etc. The populations of both
regions are expected to grow over coming
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decades, requiring improved mobility connections between them, especially as Rochester’s
nationally-known medical services industry
continues to expand and new employment
opportunities enhance both areas.
Accordingly, Zip Rail – a coordinated effort
of the Olmstead County Regional Rail Authority, the Minnesota Department of Transportation and the Federal Railroad Administration
– is studying how best to institute highcapacity rail service within the corridor. The
state has identified the route as a Priority 1
corridor, placing it at the front of the list for
state support and investment.
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the EIS by the end of 2014.
Northern Lights Express
Seeking to link the Twin Cities with Minnesota’s third-largest metropolitan area is the
155-mile Northern Lights Express service.
While the project would likely use conventional rail equipment rather than high-speed
rail infrastructure as proposed for Zip Rail, the
operation will still focus on frequent trips and
110-mph service to spur $2 billion in development and encourage more than 13,000 jobs
along the corridor.

The project – a Joint Powers Board with
participation from six counties, numerous
In the meantime, Minnesota could initiate
cities and the Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe –
high-speed rail service between the Twin Citbegan in 2007 and is currently undertaking
ies and Rochester – serving intrastate traffic
engineering and design work supported by
initially – while waiting for Iowa and Wiscon- federal and state investment that is expected
sin to become more comfortable with similar
to be completed in 2015. Trains on the corprojects, or alternatively work with Illinois –
ridor would utilize existing BNSF Railway
one of the most passenger-rail friendly states
tracks between Duluth and The Interchange
in the nation – to advance the Twin Cities
intermodal facility currently under construc– Chicago corridor without the involvement
tion in downtown Minneapolis, along with
of Iowa and Wisconsin, even though such a
three additional on-line stations in Hinckley,
service would have to travel through at least
Cambridge and Coon Rapids.
one of those states.
Moving Minnesota...By Rail
As it stands today, Minnesota recently conducted a series of public meetings along the
With two intercity rail projects progressZip Rail route in advance of the Tier I Enviing through the planning and engineering
ronmental Impact Study (EIS) – a prerequisite process, Minnesota is moving towards a more
for any large infrastructure project to move
robust network of intra-state passenger rail
forward. A service development plan is also
corridors to compliment the growing rail tranexpected to be completed in conjunction with sit options in the Twin Cities. When matched
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Current studies have focused on high-speed
rail service – at speeds between 150 and 220
miles per hour – utilizing dedicated infrastructure and vehicles as the best fit for the
corridor to compete with auto and air travel,
while also potentially serving as the first
phase of a larger high-speed rail network
connecting other Midwestern destinations
such as Chicago, Milwaukee, Madison and Des
Moines. State transportation officials have
long identified a high-speed rail link to Chicago as one of their top long-term goals, but
leaders in neighboring Iowa and Wisconsin
have been hesitant – at best, and reticent at
worst –to expand intercity passenger rail options in their states.

with signature intermodal facilities in Duluth,
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Zip Rail and the
Northern Lights Express could produce one
of the nation’s most dynamic passenger rail
environments in coming years.
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